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ProX XS-DJSTNOB Transformer Series DJ Folding Workstation Table - Fold Away W-Wheels | Black on Orange

Description
The ProX Transformer Series XS-DJSTNOB fold away DJ performance Desk is exactly what you need for your DJ or Studio Setup. If
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The ProX Transformer Series XS-DJSTNOB fold away DJ performance Desk is exactly what you need for your DJ or Studio Setup. If
you are looking for a mobile DJ Workstation that's is easy to transport and will make your setup look amazing, this is for you. It's easily
assembled, quick to collapse and folds flat for amazing portability. It's durable enough to place your mixers, CDJ's, keyboard or any
type of pro audio or lighting equipment on the go. Additionally, it has a utility shelf under the table that can be used for backup
controllers or laptops, extra cables, etc. The ProX DJ table is constructed with our signature Sleek  Honeycomb Digital plywood design
finished in an energetic orange, and aluminum accents with a black powder-coated finish it's sure to make a good impression at your
event. This unit is also equipped with wheels that ease your transportation experience. 

This ProX ATA 300 Style Road/Flight case is manufactured with the Honeycomb Digital™ laminated surface Design. Made with the
super-sleek look of Honeycomb Digital™ hexagon grids on all shell surfaces, which gives the cases an almost alien look! Also as
opposed to regular laminated plywood cases from other manufacturers, the ProX Honeycomb Digital™ design helps prevent minor to
mild scratches. The Honeycomb Digital™ line design was inspired in 2009 by the design of New York City Street Manhole covers which
are made to handle rough and tough everyday punishment.

All ProX cases use CNC technology, during the manufacturing process, to assure that cases are consistently built with strict
specifications and tolerances that are required for the high-quality standards that ProX cases have been known for since 1984.

Features
ProX has been manufacturing quality flight/road case products since 1984 and all are designed to protect your investment!

Black trim on Orange Honeycomb Digital™ exterior design
Signature Series Certified Laminated Gig ready 3/8" plywood
2x Low Profile Durable Tough Rubber Wheels 
Open Dimensions: 36Hx20Dx55W
ProX Branded Heavy Duty Handles and Latches
Dual Anchor Rivets
ProX Branded Industrial Recessed butterfly twist-lock latches
Utility shelf for storage

* ProX Goes Green: The durable hard rubber foams used in our cases contain 70% recycled content. Of that 70%, 80% of it comes
from recycled plastic bottles and the remaining 20% from recycled post-industrial material. At ProX we strive to make the world a better
place!

Dimensions
34.00"L x 36.00"W x 5.00"H
Weight: 48.50 lbs

Shipping Dimensions
37.00"L x 36.00"D x 6.00"H
Shipping Weight: 54.00 lbs

Suggested Shipping Method: Parcel

UPC
019372406082
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Commonly Asked Questions
+ Where can I buy one?

+ Does the equipment shown in the photo come with the case?

submit a question

Customer Testimonials

It’s what I needed  – April 6, 2018 by shootersweapons - ebay.com
I have my 1200s in flight cases on it battle style with a Rane 57SL suspended between the two cases. I wish there was enough room for
my Mac as well but that’s about all I can say I’d like to see. The construction is good but I’m glad it’s got wheels. I previously had a
stand just like this but no desk which i used for my coffin but getting rid of the coffin made this a necessity. It’s heavy... the wheels make
it much easier to deal with especially for one man set ups.

Rugged, easy to,set up – June 6, 2017 by gschad -ebay.com
This set up works well as a portable DJ station. It is strong enough to hold both of my mixers, and the self is handy for storage and
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This set up works well as a portable DJ station. It is strong enough to hold both of my mixers, and the self is handy for storage and
wires. It's a little heavy to lug if you can't use the wheels because it is wide when folded, but still a great unit.

Very nice looking and easy to carry - by waleska2013 - ebay.com
Thank you so much I love it!

Excellent Table Desk - Aug 21, 2017 by tonysmithonsax - ebay.com
I am very happy with this purchase. It sets up and breaks down quickly. It's a bit heavy but that's ok. Very sturdy. It should last me a
long time. It looks great!

submit a testimonial 
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